PowerNotes

Providing the tools students need to maximize library resources

Enabling better outcomes by improving the depth, breadth, and ease in which students interact with research.

PowerNotes is a subscription-based platform designed to address the challenges inherent to research and writing in the digital age. We provide tools that support an efficient and continuous workflow through the entire research and writing process. PowerNotes helps libraries and their patrons:

- **Increase resource usage** - Enabling higher usage by promoting research efficiency and organization.
- **Improve depth of usage** - Enhancing reading comprehension while facilitating analysis and synthesis of sources.
- **Work anywhere** - Giving users the means to research any source from anywhere on any device.

**THE PROBLEM**

As content moves online, students are forced to create ad hoc research processes that employ browser tabs, word processors, and large amounts of copying and pasting to save, organize, and track their sources. These practices limit the ability to effectively utilize library resources and lead to frustration, errors, and diminished quality of research.

**THE POWERNOTES SOLUTION**

PowerNotes unifies the processes for screen reading, saving content, organization, outlining, and attribution into a single workflow that efficiently transitions into the writing process. Students can now utilize more library resources more effectively.

Request a PowerNotes demo for your school at contact@powernotes.com
Increasing library resource usage

PowerNotes gives researchers the efficiency and organizational framework to read and incorporate more sources into their work.

- **Integrates with library resources** - PowerNotes is used on over 10,000 domains including nearly all subscription databases. Proxy integration provides a seamless on- and off-campus experience.
- **Combines print and online sources** - PowerNotes integrates the library's print and digital sources along with web content into a single organizational platform.
- **Launches in mandatory programs** - We prefer to launch in large mandatory programs like first year writing to provide a built-in footprint for PowerNotes usage across campus.

PowerNotes usage statistics & domain analysis as of February 2019 - provided to libraries by school
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- **Researchers** 🧑‍🎓 13,935
- **Highlights made** 👤 454,793
- **Topics generated** 🌟 95,306
- **Projects created** 📚 23,300
- **Domains saved** 🛠️ 10,962

Improving the depth of resource usage

Our user interface is designed to combat the degradation of reading comprehension and retention in the digital environment while improving source management.

- **Minimize distractions** - Content is saved without copy-paste, keeping students focused on sources for deeper reading.
- **Introduce progressive organization** - This passage-driven framework is designed to facilitate analysis and synthesis, and put the student in the best position to write.
- **Prevent plagiarism** - Citation information, URLs, and metadata are automatically saved and tracked in the background.

Revolutionizing library mobility

PowerNotes is dedicated to building a rich mobile research experience incorporating library and other resources.

- **Research anywhere** - iOS and Android apps that incorporate mobile optimized views for database content, single sign-on, and mobile content capture.
- **Access anywhere** - Mobile research is synced between phone, tablet, and laptop through the Cloud so you can work with your research on any device anywhere.
- **Increase access to services** - Students who cannot afford a laptop can use library databases without going to the computer lab.

For more information go to blog.powernotes.com/welcome-educators